Pleasantdale ES
Redistricting
Round 3
November 18, 2019

Staff Recommended Option

45 Students Moving from Evansdale ES to Pleasantdale ES

A1
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A2
125 Students Moving from Evansdale ES to Pleasantdale ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential Schools
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B

0 Students Moving from Livsey ES to Pleasantdale ES
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C

134 Students Moving from Henderson Mill ES to Evansdale ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/
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Staff Recommended Option

D

30 Students Moving from Briarlake ES to Henderson Mill ES

- Elementary Schools
- Area of Change
- Existing Attendance Areas
- Apartments
- Multi-Family
- Single Family Homes
- Residential Other (Extended Stays)
- Non-Residential
- Schools

http://www.dekalbschoolsga.org/redistricting/